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1. 

Summary 
 

1.1.  Background 

Friday 19th November 1999 is often remembered as the end of an era in the trading community. It 

was on this day that the London International Financial Futures Exchange (LIFFE) decided to close the 

remaining three futures trading “pits” on the exchange floor. The familiar sight of traders wearing 

multi-coloured jackets whilst conversing with hand signals to one another, in a chaotic environment 

which nobody outside it could understand, was about to end.  

For centuries the open outcry format had proved to be the most effective method of trading, but 

with the advances in computer technology it was no longer the most efficient. In the years that 

followed, other exchanges tried to hang onto their past traditions by investing further in their open 

outcry platforms, but the inevitability of greater electronic trading volumes forced almost all of them 

into reassessing their business models. Just like exchanges before it, and many more afterwards, 

electronic volumes started to increase on LIFFE and everybody accepted change. 

Trading entered a new era of global connectivity and fast execution, giving traders access to 

hundreds of products and exchanges which would previously have been inaccessible. Connections 

became faster and connectivity itself became cheaper, creating an execution race leading to 

algorithms being deployed on co-located exchange servers to achieve minimal latency. 

As a side effect, improved connectivity and lower execution fees meant that the barriers to entry 

were lowed for retail investors as well as professionals. Companies that specialized in CFDs and 

Spread Betting saw their own volumes increase dramatically as trading costs were lowered and retail 

traders/investors were given access to a vast array of new and exciting products.  

Lower internet connectivity costs also allowed millions more people to get online, fueling the rise of 

communication platforms in chat, video and social media. Along with easily accessible data, these 

social tools meant the average investor now had more relevant information upon which to make 

investment decisions than at any point in the past, as the playing field was beginning to level out. 

Whether by receiving information quicker, researching opportunities better or just discussing various 

alternative opinions, people quickly realized that the benefits of social interaction whilst investing, 

are amplified when using the wisdom of crowds.  

It is into this established community that digital currencies and asset tokens are starting to deliver a 

long awaited source of alternative investment. These assets are now also at the embryonic stages of 

stimulating interest within the much wider social audience as the world starts to understand the 

possibilities of blockchain technology and the potential growth of the companies that are built on it. 

We believe that in combination with the above factors, the potential for a modern social trading 

platform is enormous. This is why we are creating iCumulate.  
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1.2. Market Overview 

We believe that the disruptive nature of blockchain technology will change 

the investment industry. We are already seeing a fundamental shift in the 

way companies are raising startup capital and by using a combination of 

smart technology and lower costs, they are disrupting established 

industries and forcing existing businesses to rethink their plans.  

Unlike previously, it is now possible to invest in various stages of a 

company’s growth, allowing the possibilities of much higher yields with no 

minimum investment sizes. Crypto exchanges have seen exponential 

increases in trading volumes in recent months as new asset tokens are 

launched and traded.  

Yet we are just at the tip of the iceberg. 

Because we are still at the very early stages of blockchain company 

formations and crypto asset trading, the system as a whole is not 

operating with complete efficiency. The exchanges are trying to find a 

balance with the local regulators, in an unregulated market, which leads to 

deposit/withdrawal delays as they attempt to comply with normal KYC and AML rules and guidelines.  

Fortunately for the industry, the increased difficulty and delays in withdrawing funds has led many 

existing investors to keep their money within the system and reinvest it in new and existing startups. 

Unfortunately for the industry, it has also meant that there are additional barriers to entry for new 

investors resulting in severe bottlenecks in the verification and onboarding processes. 

Exchanges are still improving their software and matching engines, whilst banking relationships 

slowly release the restrictions on money transfers. Meanwhile, different jurisdictions are deciding 

whether they want to continue their “wait and see” approach to regulation. 

Whilst these factors can be frustrating, the barriers to entry are coming down. As they do, we will see 

a tremendous growth in new market participants, many of whom will be on the initial learning curve 

of crypto currency/asset investing. 

The iCumulate social investing platform is going to remove much of the complexity involved in crypto 

currency/asset trading, allowing people to exchange ideas and invest in a simple, straightforward and safe 

way. 
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2. 

The Business 
 

2.1. What is iCumulate? 

A Social Investment Ecosystem 

We believe in the wisdom of crowds and plain common sense. Investing 

is a form of art, which demands the need to harness a variety of 

talents. Over the last twenty years we have been approached by many 

talented individuals who wanted to have a career in trading. Having 

completed several degrees, studied hundreds of analytical techniques 

and spent thousands on “unique" lectures, books and robots, covering 

everything from high frequency algorithm execution to market 

psychology, they find that there is no standard path to success. There 

are, however, methods to accelerate that learning curve and we are 

convinced that the fastest and most profitable way to achieve success is 

to invest within a society of like-minded individuals. 

Social investing enables the flow of information between traders, 

promoting education and informed decision making. Popular features 

also include the ability to follow an experienced (master) trader’s 

trades, subscribe to read their reports and analysis and chat with them 

directly regarding their decision-making processes.                                                                                        

For social investing to flourish, the master trader must have access to professional analysis and 

execution tools, enabling them to be ranked and compared against their  peers. Successful 

master trading should also be compensated in a similar way to professional industry practices.  

Social investing provides the security and transparency industry newcomers need, allowing 

them to progress along the investment ladder through knowledge rather than through 

retrospective news articles referring to the movement of "smart money".               

In addition, an educational portal with free and paid material will help all investors and traders 

to familiarise themselves with the investment universe. 

 

An Industry Leading Omni Platform 

The investment platform will be multifunctional, but its core function is to bring like-minded 

investors and traders together into one environment, within which they have all of the tools and 

information they need to build their own crypto asset investment portfolios, without the hassles, 

complications and drawbacks of owning and holding the underlying asset tokens.  
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Our research shows that many existing investors and traders would like to 

explore crypto asset investing, but they are confused and frustrated by the 

barriers to entry. By not having to worry about the technical details 

associated with the early stages of crypto investing (such as dealing with 

multiple exchange accounts, multiple KYC requirements and crypto 

deposit/withdrawal address procedures), investors and traders will be free 

to concentrate on their trading decisions safe in the knowledge that the 

portfolios they build will perform in line with the underlying assets.  

On the platform every user will be able to create their own portfolio of fiat 

products and crypto currencies/assets. The performance of these 

portfolios will be monitored and displayed using industry standard analysis 

and performance metrics. 

Users will have the option of keeping the performance of their portfolios 

private or making them publicly visible, the latter of which (upon a 

minimum criterion being met) will mean the user will be classified as an 

"ICU Manager", making them eligible to be “followed” by other platform users as well.  

Following an ICU Manager allows users to tap into the expertise, knowledge and experience of the 

best investors in the community. In addition to receiving regular information updates from the ICU 

Managers, users can configure a portion of their own portfolio to automatically copy the ICU 

Manager’s real time trades, meaning they will achieve the same performance as the top investors 

whilst not having the worry of missing out on trading opportunities and signals. 

In order to promote the benefits of social following and to showcase the way we envisage the 

information to be produced, upon launching the social following functionality the iCumulate team 

will form the first ICU Manager on the platform. The iCumulate ICU Manager will create and manage 

the first six portfolios which will be eligible for following by other users. These are shown below: 

• Active Bitcoin Portfolio 

• Active Ether Portfolio  

• Trend Following Portfolio    

• Top 10 Crypto Portfolio   

• Social Top ICU Managers Portfolio 

• Index Portfolio 

iCumulate will be able to offer platform users a simple way to invest in a broad range of products by 

simply following one of these base portfolios. Our portfolios will be operated by a dedicated in-house 

team with over 20 years of financial trading experience and also offer the following benefits: 
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Here is a diagram showing the structure of the platform portfolios: 

 

Following the services of an ICU Manager will require the user to pay a small recurring fee in tokens, 

depending on the subscription level required: 

 

Social investing is the ideal environment for talented individuals to display their trading skills. The 

iCumulate platform will run a detailed, transparent ranking system which will showcase the best 

performing ICU managers, with regular prize competitions being held for different investment 

categories. Investors looking for ICU Managers to follow will be able to filter the leaderboards 

according to their own particular investing principles, such as portfolio diversity, trade frequency, 

risk/reward ratios or maximum drawdown for example, allowing a unique and tailored approach to 

building your own portfolio by using a combination of your own investments and/or the followed 

investments of ICU manager portfolios. 

Being a social platform, communication will play a fundamental role, with users being allocated a 

social ranking according to how valued their interaction with the community is. The interface will 

include both private and public integrated channels to promote discussion on a variety of trading 
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topics and techniques with users having the ability to filter down discussion groups according to their 

interests and social groups. 

In order to promote platform adoption amongst new investors in the crypto asset space, simulated 

accounts will be available whereby investors can use the full functionality of the platform, without 

putting any funds at risk.  

The iCumulate team is very experienced in maintaining and handling exchange data and therefore envisage 

the platform to deliver reliable, clean time series data on many existing and new crypto assets which will 

allow the following functionality further down the development path: 

• Algorithmic modelling and system development 

• Backtesting engine for testing past performance 

• Walk forward capabilities for testing models and techniques in the live market 

As the platform progresses we will look towards adding these enhanced features and also explore 

integration into 3rd party platforms, such as Melonport. 

The platform will be predominantly designed with the mobile market in mind, with a keen focus on 

efficiency and simplicity. Standard customizable personal settings, such as automatic 

stop/target/trail exits, range restrictive market type orders, will strive to protect users from common 

human errors. More advanced order management like One Cancels Other (OCO), One Sends Other 

(OSO), Basket Order (BO), Cut and Reverse order (CaR) & Icebergs will deliver a more pluralistic 

trading experience. Elaborate position and risk management modules such as pyramiding position 

sizing (fixed fraction, fixed monetary), dollar cost averaging, risk normalization & nominal risk will be 

available to help maximize portfolio absolute returns and minimize maximum drawdowns, 

contributing to a smooth equity curve. 

An Innovative Pricing And Matching Engine (PME) 

A number of businesses operating in the traditional fiat space offer copy trading functionality, but in 

our experience, this is often at the detriment to the user, due to the order in which the trades are 

executed. With large concatenated orders being triggered after every new signal, price slippage is 

inevitable, resulting in devastating performance differences between the manager and the user. We 

think this is unacceptable and doesn’t reflect the real world whereby money managers and hedge 

funds are required to adapt their trading skills depending on their AUM and trade size. Therefore, the 

iCumulate PME is designed to execute both the ICU Manager and the following user at the same 

price level, meaning that you can be assured of the same trade executions and overall performance. 

At iCumulate, we believe that token pricing can sometimes be confusing for investors and traders. 

The confusion is mainly due to tokens being priced against a non-fiat crypto currency (normally Ether 

or Bitcoin), meaning that as well as having a position in the token, the investor also has exposure in 

the underlying crypto currency/fiat pair. The degree of that secondary exposure will depend on the 

volatility of the crypto/fiat pair and this can be influenced by a large number of macro or geopolitical 

factors to which the investor is probably not aware. Quite often an investor will close a token trade at 

what they believed to be a profit, only to find out that in real terms they have actually made a loss 

due to a drop in value of the underlying crypto currency. The reverse is also true of course, with 
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some investors not understanding how the value of their crypto portfolio has increased significantly 

after liquidating marginal trades.   

In addition, a combination of millions of tokens being minted during initial creation and crypto 

currencies seeing tremendous price appreciation means that some tokens are priced with as many as 

8 or 9 decimal places, leaving investors often puzzled as to what their true return is in fiat terms at 

any point. This pricing approach makes the process prone to human error because omitting or adding 

an extra zero in error could result in a large price spike in the market, costing the investor dearly. 

Whilst we cannot control what asset pairs are listed at the various exchanges, we do believe we can 

simplify and improve the investing process with our proprietary pricing and matching engine (PME).  

The iCumulate platform via the PME and currency reserve mechanism, will be able to price every 

crypto asset against a number of fiat currencies and commodities, both historically and in real-time. 

Users will be able to trade in any product without the worry of holding the correct currency 

anymore.  To achieve this, when necessary, the iCumulate PME will perform a simultaneous 

background currency trade at the point of execution so the desired asset can be purchased for the 

user portfolio. This process will be invisible and seamless to the user. 

This approach has a number of benefits to the end user, most notably the following: 

• No need to hold and maintain multiple crypto exchange accounts. 

• No need to balance/split uninvested funds between exchanges/liquidity pools. 

• No need to worry about having the correct currency to purchase certain tokens. 

• No need to be exposed to secondary risk by tokens priced in crypto currencies. 

• All tokens can easily be compared against one another in the same currency. 

• Token prices are displayed in a more user friendly, readable format. 
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The Operating Model    

In order to provide fast execution, deep liquidity and a range of products, iCumulate will operate and 

maintain a series of currency reserve pools, both on and off exchange. Every asset purchased on the 

iCumulate platform will be simultaneously fully hedged with the corresponding underlying asset 

purchased at one of the main crypto exchanges by our risk algorithm. Therefore, iCumulate assumes 

no crypto market price risk from the products traded on the platform and our interests are aligned 

with the investor. 

When an investor purchases an asset, which has a different base currency to the one they hold, an 

additional process is executed, whereby the investor’s purchase amount is converted into the correct 

currency seamlessly in the background using the iCumulate currency reserve pools. An automated 

process will ensure that the funds used for hedging at the exchanges are systematically replenished 

from the currency reserve pools as well which are safely held off exchange.  

The currency reserve pools will be systematically hedged in the live Foreign Exchange market once 

they reach a predetermined exposure level and then rebalanced periodically according to usage. 

The iCumulate team has vast experience in currency hedging and has access to the best liquidity 

providers and execution venues for managing the reserve system. 

A Competition Venue 

iCumulate will hold regular prize competitions on the platform to engage the community whilst 

continuing to build brand awareness.  Competitions provide a smooth, safe, onboarding model for 

customers to get acquainted with the platform and the community.  

The competitions will follow a ranking and payoff-based approach similar to the highly successful US 

fantasy football industry model, using criteria such as absolute and/or relative performance. 

Competition participants will be able to enter by either using a free simulated account or by paying 

an ICU token-based entry fee, depending on the entry criteria and prize structure. It is important to 

note that entering competitions will not require the opening of a full account by the participant, 

broadening the reach worldwide. 

The user's competition ranking will be displayed in conjunction with their social ranking at all times to 

indicate their status and credibility to other users.  

A Venue To Facilitate Crypto Asset Lending And Delivery  

Should an investor desire to take delivery of their crypto currencies/tokens this can be achieved 

smoothly and securely for a small additional fee. 

iCumulate users will also have the facility to "lock and lend" their crypto assets on the platform, 

enjoying market leading interest rates. Therefore, with iCumulate even a passive buy and hold 

strategy becomes intrinsically profitable. 
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2.2. The Investment Products 

The platform will aim to provide a range of diversified products, covering the interests of a wide-

ranging investor base and allowing those investors to make bespoke portfolios according to their 

individual needs.  

Crypto Currencies & Tokens 

Liquidity will be collated from a broad selection of crypto exchanges 

enabling the platform to list a large range of currencies and tokens. 

Standard FX Currency Pairs  

We recognize that a large number of potential investors will already be 

familiar with trading and investing in the Foreign Exchange (Forex) CFD 

market. The Forex market is the largest and most liquid market in the 

world, with millions of market participants worldwide. By including 

standard FX pairs in the product lineup, we can offer iCumulate users 

further diversification options whilst encouraging platform adoption to 

this existing user base.   

Hybrid Products 

During our consultation period we received many requests in regard to 

supporting hybrid investment products. These products can help add 

diversification to the investment portfolios and allow a smoother 

transition for non-crypto investors to adopt the platform. 

Using the Pricing And Matching Engine 

(PME) described above, we will also be 

looking to include the following hybrid 

trading pairs on the platform: 

By fully utilizing the above product groups, 

the iCumulate PME will be able to offer a 

vast range of investable products, many of 

which will be totally new to the market. 
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2.3. The Tokenization Of Assets 

To provide our users with the best trading and investing experience, we are tokenizing all tradeable 

assets on the platform. This means that all assets will have a corresponding ERC20 equivalent mirror 

token which will perform in exactly the same way as the underlying asset it represents. There are 

many benefits to taking this approach, especially in regard to portfolio valuations and token 

flexibility. The mirror tokens have the following attributes: 

• Circulating supply is backed by the equivalent underlying assets held in regulated client fund 

accounts and smart contracts 

• Impossible to withdraw/deposit/use them outside the iCumulate ecosystem 

• Users will have their mirror tokens safely stored in a multisig wallet making it impossible for 

iCumulate to get access or change the contents of the wallet without permission 

• Examples of tokenized assets include: 

o Crypto currencies and crypto assets 

o Fiat currencies 

o FX pairs 

o Hybrid pairs  

o Commodities 

o Portfolios eligible for following 

In addition to the above, iCumulate will also create its own internal ERC20 token, ACU. By introducing 

ACU, iCumulate can regulate the internal token economics associated with services supplied on the 

platform by content providers in addition to simplifying the portfolio following and compensation 

mechanisms. The price of 1 ACU will be fixed at $0.80/$1.00 and it will only be available to buy or sell 

through iCumulate directly. The spread in the price is used to collect fees which will in turn be paid to 

the content providers, traders and/or iCumulate. Some of the use cases for holding, spending or 

receiving ACU tokens on the platform include: 

• Subscribing to services such as: 

o Market Analysis 

o Reports 

o Trade Signals 

o Trading systems 

• Receiving performance fees generated from your portfolio followers  
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2.4. The Use Of Blockchain 

Whilst our ideal ultimate goal would be to build a fully decentralized, autonomous exchange, we 

realize that current limitations of blockchain technology restrict us from implementing this type of 

solution at the present time. Slow transaction speeds, long confirmation times and expensive fees 

are not the ideal starting point for building a fast, modern social investment and trading platform. 

Technology in the blockchain space can move at a fast pace however, so we continue to keep a close 

eye on the various proposed solutions being put forward by the community to solve the issues 

above. Most of these solutions unfortunately come with trade-offs in other areas, so until they 

become more proven and mainstream we are building what could be described as a “semi-

decentralised” platform whereby the blockchain is used to maintain transparency and security on the 

most important aspects of the platform, such as user wallets and balance information.  

To allow fast, smooth trade transactions and processing, the iCumulate platform will incorporate the 

use of off-chain Payment State Channels between iCumulate and the user. These bidirectional 

channels will provide a more efficient and trustless method for users to execute a virtually limitless 

number of cost-effective transactions. At a predetermined time each day the payment channel will 

push the latest balance information upto the users multisig wallet residing on the blockchain. At the 

same time an encrypted user file containing a record of all of the days transactions will be uploaded 

to the IPFS and the encrypted hash of the content would be recorded on the blockchain as well. This 

technique will provide an indelible record of both trading balances and transactions that can be 

recalled at any point in the future.  
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3. 

The Company 
 

3.1. Why Invest In iCumulate? 

The team behind iCumulate have vast experience in the financial markets. This experience covers a 

wide area of expertise, ranging from multi asset trading, algorithmic modelling, risk modelling, legal 

and compliance frameworks, proprietary software development, as well as training and education. 

More specifically, we have been active in the proprietary and fund management business across all 

assets classes (global derivatives, stocks and ETFs, spot FX, forwards, OTC products) on numerous 

exchanges (CME, CBOT, NYMEX, EUREX, LIFFE, LSE, NYSE, LME and several other liquidity venues and 

providers). 

The iCumulate team has multifaceted experience in trading regimes and styles (discretional, 

algorithmic, pairs, arbitrage, hedging & designated market making). 

A list of innovative software products for proprietary use have been developed throughout our 

careers, including advanced position sizing algorithms, risk protection routines, co-located high 

frequency models, data cleaning routines and backtesting solutions.  

Having served a fundamental role in educating and training hundreds of financial traders in a 

professional trading environment over various market conditions, we have established the vital 

characteristics that contribute to a sustainable investment path.  

iCumulate will be a platform built by experienced industry professionals who understand the needs 

of modern traders and investors. It will be a platform that simplifies the current onboarding process 

and gives everybody the ability to invest in crypto assets without the complications of holding or 

transferring them. Our experience gained in the financial markets over the last 20 years (and in 

particular through the early days of electronic trading adoption) allows us to be best placed to build 

and execute this innovative new platform. It is envisaged that iCumulate will lower the barriers to 

entry for many more potential crypto asset investors as widespread awareness and adoption of 

these asset classes takes place in the future. 

 

3.2. Competitors 

In the mainstream market, Etoro claims to be the worlds leading social trading network with 6 million 

registered users across 170 countries. It is regulated by the FCA in the UK and CySEC in Cyprus. 

Additional mainstream competitors include IG Group, Plus 500, Swissquote, Zulutrade, FX Pro and 

Ayondo, with current market capitalizations of upto $2.5B and average volumes upto $13.4B. 

Although we have listed some businesses operating in a similar space, they are mostly trying to 

achieve different things.  

https://www.etoro.com/
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We truly believe that iCumulate is going to bring a new and unique solution to the market. Many of 

the features of the iCumulate platform, such as standardized crypto pricing, are simply not available 

anywhere else. By simplifying the KYC/AML onboarding process and enabling users to trade any 

crypto asset from one unified (base currency agnostic) account, iCumulate will strive to be the 

industry leader in social crypto asset investing. 

3.3. The Team 

The Core Founding Team 

The core founding team below has over 20 years+ professional experience each in their respected 

fields. They oversee everyone involved in the development and running of the iCumulate platform 

and ecosystem.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Partners & Advisors Include: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/angelos-diamantis-1914b221
https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-mctoldridge-20b48a42/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/charles-lagares-1649b74/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/george-lekeas-36213a11/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dimitris-paraskevoulakos-52525213/
https://gr.linkedin.com/in/dimitris-petrilis-883912b
https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-kempton-40a1255/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/theodore-panagopoulos-921615165
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ihorpidruchny/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dmytro-lokshyn-50177954/
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3.4. Legal And Compliance 

Throughout our experience it is our strong belief that corporate ethos, customer trust and protection 

is the outmost principle and top priority. A customer needs first and foremost to feel safe in the 

environment he operates in. This is a principle we have always followed throughout our history. 

iCumulate is based in Gibraltar and will be one of the first companies to be fully regulated under the 

new DLT regulatory framework being established in the country. Regulation is a fundamental part of 

financial trading and therefore iCumulate will be fully compliant with regulatory, legal and licensing 

requirements for the countries within which it operates.  

To ensure confidence to all of our token sale participants, we have employed the services of 

SmartDec to conduct a full audit of the token sale smart contract. SmartDec specializes in smart 

contract security, application logic and code analysis. Their report can be found here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.icumulate.io/sc_audit.pdf
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4. 

Fundraising 
 

4.1.  The iCumulate Token Sale 

In order to finance the development and operation of the iCumulate platform, funds will be raised 

through a Token Sale during which the initial supply of iCumulate tokens (ICU) will be created. Being 

a crowdfunded project, 50% of the tokens will be made available to participants of the crowdfund, 

with 20% being reserved for the founding/development team, 12% for project advisors/future 

employee incentives, 6.73% for ICU token platform liquidity/bonuses/competitions and 11.27% for 

token sale bonuses, referrals & bounties.  

The token sale will consist of a presale and a main sale with bonus tokens available for early 

contributors. 

4.2.  Token Sale Summary  

Presale Details 

• The iCumulate Token Presale will run from 12:00:00 UTC on 30th Nov 2018 until 7th Dec 2018 

• Contributions will be accepted in ETH 

• Minimum contribution for the presale is 20 ETH 

• Presale bonus is 30% 

• Presale hard cap will be set at $10M USD of ICU in ETH 

Main Token Sale Details 

• The iCumulate Token Sale will run from 12:00:00 UTC on 10th Dec 2018 until 31st Dec 2018 

• Token name – ICU 

• Token type – Ethereum ERC20 

• Total number of ICU tokens  – 4,700,000,000 

• Token sale hard cap will be set at $23.5M USD of ICU in ETH (including presale) 

• Contributions will be accepted in ETH 

• Minimum contribution for the Main Sale is 0.1 ETH 

• Bonus will be stepped from 20% to 5% 

• Founding team tokens are vested over 24 months, with a 6-month cliff 

• Token sale soft cap will be set at $2.5M USD of ICU in ETH 

• ICU tokens will be fixed against the US Dollar but priced in ETH (1 ICU = 0.01 USD) 

• The price of ETH/USD will be determined by using an average market rate shortly before the sale 

• All unsold tokens will be burned 
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Here is a breakdown of the token sale distribution and the allocation of sale proceeds: 

 

 

 
 

 

4.3. The Role Of The ICU Token 

The iCumulate token (ICU) is a utility token and will serve many functions on the platform and 

become an intrinsic part of the trading and investing ecosystem. Holding or spending tokens on the 

platform creates many benefits to the users including: 

• Ability to use ICU to purchase other tokens to build your own portfolio, for example 

o Crypto currency and crypto asset tokens (ACU, ETH, BTC, LTC, XRP plus many more) 

o Fiat currency tokens (USD, EUR, GBP, JPY, KRW plus many more) 

o CFD and hybrid tokens (EURUSD, EURJPY, ETHJPY, ETHGOLD, BTCGOLD plus many more) 

• Eligibility to become an ICU Manager 

o Create portfolios any user can follow 

o Receive management and performance fees 

o Broadcast trade alerts in real-time 

• Ability to become a platform information contributor, allowing you to market your own: 

o Market analysis 

o Reports 

o Trade signals 

o Trading systems 

• Ability to take delivery of the underlying crypto assets 

• Ability to receive interest on your "lock and lend" crypto assets  

• Enter big prize competitions 

• Creation of closed end portfolios for sharing investments between groups or friends 

• Access to advanced platform features such as: 

o Backtesting or walk forward testing 

o Auto execution 

o Advanced analytics 
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4.4. ICU Token Economics and Stability 

iCumulate is going to be a social investing platform on a level that has never been seen before. We 

believe that we have the vision, experience and the expertise to produce a world class product which 

will be accessible from many mediums, including smart phones, tablets, desktops, wearables and 

smart home technology.  

Although we cannot predict or control the market derived price of the ICU token once it is listed on 

an exchange, we will be supporting the stability of the token by using a portion of net platform profits 

on an aggressive buyback and burn program at regular, predetermined intervals: 

iCumulate will use these profits to purchase ICU tokens in the open market. The purchased tokens 

will then be immediately burned. This powerful market mechanic of simultaneously buying and 

reducing the circulating token supply of ICU, can have the effect of supporting the ICU token. 

We also reserve the right to buy ICU tokens in the open market at our discretion to induce stability 

should the value of the token become undervalued. 

In the event of an interim period whereby the iCumulate platform is live, but the ICU token is not yet 

listed on an exchange, iCumulate will have the option to sell ICUs to new platform users from its 

reserves, at a premium to the ICO price in order for the new users to attain the rights and perform, 

the variety of functionalities within the iCumulate Ecosystem. 

If required during this time, iCumulate will have the option to replenish its ICU reserve pool on a 

periodic basis, by buying back ICU tokens at a premium from token sale participants should they wish 

to sell them back, in effect providing an implied floor for the ICU token. 

Like all other companies, we cannot guarantee, predict or advise on what the future holds for the 

value of the ICU token price, but our buyback and burn model together with our reserve replenishing 

mechanism shows our commitment to pushing value back into the company.  
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4.5. The Roadmap 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.6. Token Sale Milestones 

 


